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Why CPR Feedback is Important

The importance of good quality CPR during sudden 

cardiac arrest (SCA) can hardly be argued. 

However, minimally-trained and lay responders oEen 

have difficulty in performing good quality CPR. In 

fact, even some semi-professional rescuers are oEen 

challenged to get the quality right for each victim.

The collective wisdom is summarized by the AHA in the 

following:

“The quality of unprompted CPR in both in-hospital and 
out-of–hospital cardiac arrest events is oEen poor, and 
methods should be developed to improve the quality of 
CPR delivered to victims of cardiac arrest.“

and by the ERC by the following:

“In order to maintain high-quality CPR, feedback to 
rescuers is important. The use of prompt/feedback 
devices during CPR will enable immediate feedback to 
rescuers, and the data stored in rescue equipment can 
be used to monitor the quality of CPR performance 
and provide feedback to professional rescuers during 
debriefing sessions.”2

CPR Advisor

With two standard defib electrodes, HeartSine 

Technologies’ patented impedance cardiography (ICG) 

analysis technology is able to provide feedback on the 

quality and rate of compressions during CPR.3

What is ICG?

ICG is a real-time chart of the small scale changes in 

patient impedance. There are many factors that aUect 

patient impedance, including body mass, skin condition, 

and respiration phase.

Among the factors that aUect the ICG is the presence (or 

lack) of blood in blood vessels in the chest cavity.

This information can be filtered and processed to give 

an indication of the extent of the blood pulsing in the 

chest cavity and therefore the eUectiveness of the CPR 

compressions.4, 5, 6 , 7 The rate of the compressions can also 

be determined by counting the peaks in the waveform.

HeartSine uses this technology to provide clear and direct 

feedback on the eUectiveness of CPR.

HeartSine Comparison

The HeartSine CPR Advisor is unique. It is also 

fundamentally diUerent to the alternative devices 

available that use accelerometer technology which only 

measures the depth of compressions.

These alternative devices will give positive feedback if 

sufficient force is being applied to a transducer placed on 

the chest. And they take no consideration for diUerences 

in patient size and shape or CPR on soE or moving 

surfaces (beds, boats, etc.).

Only HeartSine’s CPR Advisor is based on how much 

output the compressions are actually achieving.
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As vessels fill and empty, the impedance changes.
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The accuracy (sensitivity) of the HeartSine CPR Advisor is 

greater than 95%3. The accuracy of accelerometer based 

devices is only 53%.

HeartSine Technology Advantage

Innovation in technology drives HeartSine in the design, 

development and manufacture of Automated External 

Defibrillators (AED).

The company’s pedigree dates back over 50 years to 

the development of the world’s first out-of-hospital 

defibrillator in the 1960s. Since then HeartSine 

technologists have been at the forefront of placing life-

saving technology in the hands of users of all skill levels.

At HeartSine our technology changes lives. And 

saves lives.

It’s Lifesaving, Pure and Simple.
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